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About This Game

Once upon a time there lived... no. catAnod hasn't got a prominent plot or cute characters. But this simple puzzle will be a nice
activity for your brain. Pleasant music and interface will make the process more enjoyable. Connect positive and negative
elements to get a whole chain. Be careful and avoid a short circuit. The game is a good choice for both adults and children.

There's always a way to spend some quality time and one of them is to buy catAnod.

Features:

- Achievements;
- 30+ levels;
- Nice music
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Dear Developers.

The game is so far well done but there is also shadow in the sun.
At start it is nearly impossible to reach the language menu. It's to far away. The voice acting is not well implemented according
to lip movement.
Another thing is, please don't provide any things you can't interact with or are useless. That destroys the game atmosphere.
When the game starts there are about three icons to click on the mars surface in the briefing room. But nothing happens if I try
to click the icons with my "hands".
So again. It is really boring when things are around only for being there and with no interaction.

In the current status a price from about 10 \u20ac is ok for what someone gets. But 15\u20ac is really overpriced due to the
duration of 2hrs.

I will give it 6 stars out of 10.

. This game has an okay concept. At first it is quite fun, but it becomes horribly repetitive, with big parts of one level being the
same, which just ends up making i boring.

#EDIT
Things I would like to see changed:
 - Make it possible to remove single cells that you have have, because it is terribly annoying having to start all the way over, just
because you misclicked.
- Don't make levels consist of the same puzzle twice or even four times.
- Some levels are interesting and presents new challenges ( e.g. 42, 32 ), while others are just repetitive.. I'm still of mixed minds
about this game. I've watched let's play on youtube and Wil Wheaton's Table Top review of it, and it looked like a lot of fun.
Thing is, I haven't had time to play this with others yet, and I wanted to really Learn the game first, so I've been playing only
solo matches against the AI so far. I expect when I finally start playing with others, I may like the game even more.

Basically this is a conquest board game for 2 to 5 players, any of which may be live opponents or AI. A typical match shouldn't
take even as much as a half hour and that's With the full complement of players. The game rules and procedure resemble Risk
somewhat, though in a fantasy setting rather than the real world. It's all about conquering the world, though with a twist; your
'army' only has a short lifespan and will inevitably be replaced by another army that you also control. The goal is to build up gold
units that you earn primarily at the end of your turn for holding territory, but also through special abilities your armies might
have. The armies are very diverse and represent fantasy races, from hobbits to skeletons, giants, and dwarves. You get to pick
which race you want to make 'active' but their abilities are randomized each game.

Strong replayability is built right in as no two games will ever play alike. The graphics are decent, though the game map\/board
is a little 'busy' with all of the counters, symbols, borders, and artwork vying for space and That can make things a little
confusing at times. The music is fun and matches the light hearted tone set by the art style.

I don't have any major complaints, though I'm not fond of the nickle and dime aspect of the DLC. It'd be nice if the developers
had just bundled the dlcs rather than parcelled them out as they did, but I'm guessing it had something to do with rewards for the
kickstarter investors.

TL:DR? Bottom line, if you like board games that involve a good portion of luck, you should enjoy this. It's easy to learn the
basics but has enough 'meat' to make you want to invest some time in mastering the strategies.. Amazing, great job Stijn. This
game suffers from far too many faults.

The description given in the infographic under "About this game" is generous to a fault.

Here's a list of places the game falls short:
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The music is corny, the sound effects are horrible

The controls are often confusing, leading you to constantly hit F1 to review them, which shows a help page which is also
confusing.

The flow of the game is poorly described. It took me a bit to figure out that the probe you are gathering with at the start isn't the
ship you will eventually design and iterate on.

The faction system makes no sense. The universe seems way too large to bother exploring and each system seems to be owned
by a faction. You gain and lose faction points extremely fast with different factions for doing different things. There seems to
be no benefit to the different factions? I'm not really sure what the whole point of the system was, it was poorly balanced and
seemed irrelevant in the end.

The 'storyline' was just a very short series of quests where I basically just ran around shooting things. Never felt threatened by
the enemy, there was no sense of progression here, and nothing interesting.

Combat is too easy, just circle strafe, throw drones at them and they'll never hit you. Once you get enough drones you can kill
anything pretty much instantly. Even before you get drones just circle strafe and shoot. Hell, if you don't want to circle strafe,
just strap ~10 extra power and shield modules to your ship and you will be unkillable in that way.

Ship design is also poorly balanced and poorly explained. There's a life support\/power system that I think was supposed to
constrain big ship design, but really doesn't serve a purpose because you just throw on enough parts that everything is green and
you're good to go. Many of the parts have parameters that are not explained, and the numbers seem to make no sense. Often
there's one 'best part' which outshines other parts in every category, so you just strap a ton of those on your ship. Would have
been better if you had to balance things out instead of just throwing a bunch of parts together.

I really wanted to like this game, but the design is terrible on almost every level.. Fun Game ! Play it multi & be happy !. This
game, while okay for a rhythm game, is utterly lacking in key aspects. There are no musical cues for strange rhythms ahead, so
it's purely trial and error. Unlike the likes of Thumper, Osu, or other games, this game requires you to solely use your vision for
upcoming events.

The reason this is a problem is because of its (frankly) pointless rotating gimmick. While it's fun at first, it gets laughably
unreadable later. The balls spin too fast for your eyes to keep track of, and at points where the tempo changes, it does not give
you any sense of how fast or slow it'll make the beat on the track. Not to mention that there are no practice tools and no
checkpoints, so you're forced to start the entire level from scratch before you can get to that tricky section to practice it a couple
times.

This isn't good game design. It's purely meant to frustrate the player. And unlike "Getting Over It", there is no good musical,
rhythmic, functional, or mechanical reason for it.

tl;dr: This game is frustrating due to a lack of tools given to the player, and there is no reason for the game designer not to
include this. Moreover, the way the game represents rhythm is cumbersome at best, and gamebreaking at worst.. A fun and
quirky game that's very tongue in cheek. Well worth the price and definitely recommend the Stately Snail Bundle.

You won't be disappointed.

Just be warned this is a short game with little replay value.. good game :). Devs ruined the game, making very unnecessary
changes and updates, broke a lot of the optimization, and then abandoned it. Beyond disappointing, if only I could refund it after
being scammed out of my $10 before they raised the price to $30.

DO NOT BUY.
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Ultimately S2 was a much different experiene for me than S1.
The videos are shorter, but there's alot less of them.
There was less wonder, less new things to discover.
And there's not really a finished product at the end of the series like there was with S1, I felt a bit dissapointed.'
That being said it is still useful if you're more experienced with Unity and looking for specific explanations to something you
want to work on.
It's also a good opportunity to expand upon what you learnt in S1.

Thumbs sideways for this one.

I guess I'm just one dev.

In a sea of millions.. This is the only rhythm game I have, and I still like it a lot. And let me say, the drops during boss fights
were awesome.
No this is not super detailed. Yes I do not care.

And a note on the story: There's not much pre-game story, but what I've heard, and I think I'm quoting, "Play as an elite rave
warrior trying to evade the grasp of Soundlord Sonus." So, evil overlord, warrior from a different regime trying to escape said
evil overlord. That's what I've got.. Frictional Games became famous in the 2010's for creating Amnesia: The Dark Descent, a
game which, even today, is often cited as the scariest game of all time. After I played it fairly recently and found it to be an
impressive, if slightly dated experience, I was curious to see how they evolved over the years. Fortunately, I wasn't disappointed
at all when I played this game, because it excelled in the areas where Amnesia fell flat in, and also succeeded in other areas.

As for the level design, I liked it quite a bit. There's a great variation of level design in this game as the levels range from
hallways to wide open areas to underwater levels. Pathos-II never gets tiring as the game manages to keep itself fresh
throughout. In addition, I liked the exploration you can do in this game. Many horror games usually put at least a couple of areas
for you to explore per room\/level, but this game actually had quite a lot of places which you could explore if you were
interested (or you could ignore them if you'd rather advance the story instead). These rooms come with a variety of items you
can interact with by picking up\/reading them. They give you insight towards Pathos-II, the WAU, and the various people who
use to work there. Although you can skip most of this if you want to, I found that doing this for a few minutes adds an extra
layer of variation to the game for players who want a brief break from the actual objectives of the game. For this reason, I'm
glad they included this. My only issue with the level design is that a few sections involved a lot of aimlessly wandering around
while you try to find a way to advance the game. For instance, one of the underwater sections required you to summon a
zeppelin to transport you to another site. However, the area this section took place in was quite massive and full of several
structures to explore. The two objects which were necessary to allow you to move on were so small that finding them was almost
like finding a needle in a haystack. This part and a couple others were a bit tedious to get through. For the most part, however,
I'd say that most of the areas were fine in this regard.

A common issue I have with survival horror games with the run\/hide mechanic is that after you play them enough, you begin to
learn more about how to avoid the enemies and the game begins to get less scary the more you play it (I felt this way towards
Amnesia to some extent). However, I wouldn't say that applies to this game that much for a couple reasons. Firstly, every enemy
you encounter operates slightly differently. Some move faster than others, others have better hearing, and other enemies notice
you if you look at them. This means that what you do to deal with one enemy might not work for another. You have to develop
new strategies as you go along. For the first part of the game, part of my strategy was to keep a close eye on the enemies to
know exactly where they were. However, once I got to a section where the enemy was attracted to making direct eye contact
with it, I felt a great deal of terror, and I had never been more relieved once I finally managed to finish the section. Secondly,
while this game had the same crouch down in a corner function which Amnesia had, I think this feature was a lot more
suspenseful in this game since, in some areas, it's scripted for you to get caught in order to proceed. This establishes a great deal
of tension as crouching isn't a sure-fire way to avoid the enemies. There's variation to this technique. For example, the Terry
Akers section (which requires a lot of crouching in order to complete it) had me on edge to such great of an extent that I later
realized that it might just be the most suspenseful section I've ever come across in a horror game. Even though I noticed that
many people who liked this game felt like it wasn't as scary as Amnesia, I actually think this one is the scariest of the two by a
pretty decent margin.

Without a doubt though, this game's story is its main selling point. While artificial intelligence has been explored by the science
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fiction genre in the past, this game had its own unique twist to that concept. It appeared to be making two points. Its first point
was on whether or not it matters that you're an AI as long as you have all your prior thoughts and memories. This was
represented through a variety of various thought-provoking conversations in addition to a quiz you can take in the game twice -
once near the early stages of it and once near the very end of it - which convey this concept quite well. By the end of the game,
you start to believe what the characters do. Its second point, which was the most interesting one by far, involves the mind
transfers. The game has it so that in order for your mind to be transferred into a new body, you need to make a copy of your
conscience, meaning there's a 50\/50 chance that you'll either remain in your original body or get transferred into the new body.
The point the game makes for this concept is that, from the perspective of those who are left behind, it does matter while, for
those who carry over into the new copy, it doesn't matter as much. This is represented extraordinarily well in a number of
moments, but it's best for these instances to unfold without knowing much about them beforehand as they work the best this
way.

Overall, I found this game to be quite fascinating. I'm glad that Frictional Games perfected the run and hide mechanic they had
in Amnesia to make for a more effective experience. This, in addition to the level design and the thought-provoking story, made
for a truly compelling experience which sticks out as one of the most interesting games made in recent years.

My review of Amnesia: The Dark Descent: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/brianberta\/recommended\/57300. I like this
game, I really do and I would recommend it. My only real issue is how fast your stats change, and I'm not taking about small
changes one minute your sitting near 80 the next your down to 23 this happens often enough that you can't help but feel like
your dragging yourself in the wrong direction. I've played twice and will do so again. As I stated I recommend it but be prepared
for these massive changes.. Very fun little game! I really enjoyed my time with it and watching my little dudes build up their
society. Dev was responsive to bugs and listens to the community.

Definitely give it a try! :). Secrets Can Kill (Remastered) is the 1st of 32 (as of May 2015) installments within the Nancy Drew
point and click adventure game series. It is important to note that this version (the version available on Steam) is a remade and
revised version of the original game that was released in December 1998. The game was updated with refined graphics, puzzles,
and user interface changes and was released in 2010 to match many of the more modern Nancy Drew adventures available at
that time. Within this game you assume the role of amaranthine sleuth Nancy Drew and investigate the recent murder of high
school student Jake Rogers at Paseo Del Mar High School. Eloise, who is a faculty member of the high school and is Nancy
Drew’s aunt, is beside herself and called upon Nancy Drew to stay at her house while the local authorities have Nancy
investigate the troubling events transpiring at Paseo Del Mar. It’s up to Nancy to go undercover as a new student while
questioning others to find out why someone would want to murder Jake Rogers.

Nancy Drew adventure games are not your typical triple “A” open world RPG or FPS. As the genre mentions it is a “point and
click adventure game” where one searches for clues, solves puzzles, questions suspects, and unravels a larger mystery through
deductive reasoning. The game is not designed to be an engrossing universe or narrative. Rather, for me, is designed as a light-
hearted story for anyone of all ages. It serves as a nice break from larger games and is easy to simply kick back to, relax, and
enjoy. The plot-line of these games typically takes about 7-12 hours to unravel depending on your sleuthing skills.

This game in particular has a more realistic atmosphere that is a bit more intense compared to other Nancy Drew titles. You
need to quickly comb the entire high school finding hidden messages and snooping into others’ lives before a murderer catches
on to your cover and ends your investigative career for good. The dialogue, story, and game mechanics are well done and have
enabled this original classic of the Nancy Drew series to age well. For those wondering if they should buy the original 1998
game versus this 2010 remake: I personally enjoyed the “antique” feel of the original classic made in 1998 and did not like all of
the story changes that they made in this 2010 revision. However, if you don’t feel like constantly swapping out 2 discs (the joys
of older games!) the 2010 version is still an enjoyable and an above average Nancy Drew title. If this is your first time looking
at the Nancy Drew game series, I tend to recommend some of the more classic titles, which are in my opinion, of higher quality
and contain some of the best narratives in the series (keep in mind though that the graphics and game engines of these games
may be a bit more dated, being from the earlier 2000s). To understand if you might like these games I recommend checking out
some of the more iconic titles: The Curse of Blackmoor Manor, Danger on Deception Island, Ghost Dogs of Moon Lake, or
Treasure in the Royal Tower (the latter of which is not available on Steam). During the summer or holiday sales many of the
Nancy Drew games are easily $2-$5 on Steam so just wait until then and you can check out these games as a nice cheap break
from the usual FPS or RPG. Happy sleuthing!
. Nice game with good music and puzzles
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